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one
how ideas turn into outcomes
The outcomes your enterprise creates
come from a mash-up of many ideas
Let’s begin with how everything ends, and talk about outcomes.
People create
outcomes they personally value, from an ever-evolving mix of stability and change.
They may be driven by goals they have explicitly set, or by just doing things and
seeing what happens. How innovative or predictable their choices may be, is up to
the people themselves. Whenever people’s actions might impact the success of our
enterprise, we are stakeholders in the choices they make.
Every enterprise exists to create outcomes, too, and usually has goals for the ones that
they need - such as revenues, costs, compliance, continuity, customer delight,
product innovation, and brand reputation. There are also interim goals for activities
and outputs, as essential steps towards the outcomes themselves.
Enterprise outcomes, like people’s, come from the ongoing fusion of stability and
change. For any goals that stability alone won’t achieve, we must take-on the risks of
investing in change. Some changes will always work better than others, and some will
not work at all. Indeed, some may end-up doing more harm than good. So, like
everything else that people invest in, change is about goals, risks, and diverse
probabilities. Being excellent and dynamic investors is vital, especially in fastchanging markets.

Ideas Kick-Start the Investment Process
An enterprise transforms ideas into outcomes through its end-to-end process of
investing in change. Depending how soon we need to accomplish our goals, the
process must be almost-instantaneous, or rapid, or slow. Speed-to-outcomes is key
to momentum and choices, from the start of the process right through to the end.
Every change an enterprise invests in, begins with a person who has an idea. If they
choose to invest themselves in the idea, the process towards outcomes has already
started. Otherwise, nothing will happen. So, if the process is working right from the
start, people will distinguish ideas worth pursuing from ones that are best put-aside,
based on the outcomes that they and their enterprise most want to create.
Once an idea has kick-started the process, it will be mashed-up with other ideas, old
and new - such as ideas for choosing which changes to invest in; for how to frame
and design the best-possible changes; for delivering changes at variable speeds; and
for portfolio-managing investments in change. And, because our enterprise’s
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outcomes are all inter-related, each change we choose to invest in becomes a
fragment of the big-picture story.

Creating Joined-Up Outcomes from Fragmented Change
Investing in change is increasingly risky, yet more-and-more vital in achieving our
goals. The volume and diversity of ideas keep-on growing, and the pace of change
gets faster and faster. The more innovative the ideas that take hold in our markets,
the less familiar the changes that we need to invest in, and the more challenging the
risks we must effectively manage.
Fragmented change is both a fact and a choice. Each change is always a distinctive
initiative, a kind of ‘silo’ of aims and constraints. Many enterprises are also dividingup changes into faster-delivery fragments (most commonly, by using agile and
scaled-agile methods - which are themselves a mash-up of ideas, kick-started by one
from the late 1950s).
Success, at turning ideas into outcomes, comes from an integrated approach to
strategy, culture, architecture, and portfolio management. Strategy establishes the
frame-of-reference for making and valuing investments. Culture both cooks-up and
eats the changes we invest in. Architecture provides the big picture of how best to
mash-up all sorts of ideas. And, portfolio management is how we achieve all the
outcomes we need, at the various speeds that we need them, while taking the leastpossible risks overall.
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some ideas work better than others
Investing in change is about working with
diverse probabilities of success
I’ve truly enjoyed flying in an Airbus A380, when I’ve had the chance. It’s an iconic
aircraft, the realisation of a €25 billion idea for the world’s biggest-ever passenger
plane. The original concept included onboard shops, restaurants, gyms and casinos.
Like a hotel in the sky, perhaps.
But, the structure and economics of the air travel market keep-on changing, and have
made producing the A380 unviable. Production will stop in 2021, when the current
backlog of orders runs-out. Airbus’s investors valued that as a positive outcome:
when the announcement was made, together with the financial results for 2018, the
company’s share price rose 5%.
Ending production of A380s wasn’t easy for the people responsible for making the
choice. “It's a painful decision," said Airbus CEO Tom Enders, "We've invested a lot
of effort, a lot of resources and a lot of sweat into this aircraft." I think that’s the same
for all of us: it’s hard to exit an idea we’ve believed in, even when the probability of it
ever working means that’s realistically the only option we have.

Why Some Ideas Work Better Than Others
Whether we’re investing in products, shares, or ideas for changing how our enterprise
works, there’s one inescapable truth. Some investments work better than others, and
some will not work at all. Were we to invest on the basis that every change must
succeed, we should expect to lose-out over time. An efficient portfolio is made-up of
investments with diverse probabilities of success.
When we’re investing in enterprise change, how do we know if an idea has worked?
There are four outcomes to consider: what it contributed to our goals for investing
in change; the risks we ended-up taking; the total resources it consumed; and, the
impact it has had on our future operating costs.
Why do some ideas we invest in work better than others? Here are some of the
potential reasons:
- How viable and durable the idea really is
- Whether we have mashed it up with compatible ideas
- How goals-driven, dynamic and efficient we are as investors, as the world keeps
evolving around us
- The flexibility of our methods for delivering change, and those of our suppliers
- Our expertise in managing diverse probabilities of success.
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Investing in Both Challenging and Easy Ideas
Whenever I run workshops on investing in change, I ask people how – theoretically
- we could make sure every idea had a high probability of success. There are, of
course, all sorts of answers. But the most common is to invest only in changes we
find easy. For most enterprises, this is simply not realistic. With all the changes that
keeping happening in our markets, plus our own goals and ambitions, we deliberately
invest in both challenging and easier ideas, and make enough of them work to achieve
all the outcomes we want.
In practice, that means choosing and managing a Change Portfolio with diverse
probabilities of success. In the traffic-light language of performance reporting, we
want a healthy combination of greens, ambers and reds. If faced with an all-green
portfolio, we would most-likely have to find some more challenging ideas to invest
in.
Those probabilities of success will continually evolve. Some will fall down to zero
(“lights-out”), which means – like producing the A380 – it’s time to exit. So, because
it’s hard to give up on ideas we believe in, we need people managing our Change
Portfolio who are passionate about its overall outcomes, while dispassionate in
assessing the up-to-date probability that each idea we’re investing in will actually
work.
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dynamic investment, flexible delivery
Using speed-to-outcomes
to drive momentum and choices
When I trained as a project manager, long ago, a first-principle we learned was that
delivering either early or late causes problems. Stick to the milestones you most
recently agreed. Flex your approach to fit with the timescale, not the other way
around. Otherwise, you will deliver out-of-sync with what’s happening around you,
putting at risk both your project’s success and the value of everyone’s work.
Later, when I learned about investing in change, that principle’s importance became
even more obvious. Each project is a fragment of our enterprise journey, creating
outcomes from stability and change. There are wider impacts from delivering
change late or early, not just for the process the project is part of, but for other related
events. The scale of the potential impact does not equate to the size of the project:
any out-of-sync change, large or small, could cause just as much collateral damage.
Enterprises also have milestones, to achieve by particular dates. These are big-picture
outcomes, rather than project deliverables, and need to happen at various speeds.
Timescales depend on our enterprise strategy, fickle markets, and how well we are
doing. It’s up to us to keep noticing, testing and adjusting, and set the pace in the
market if we want to. The dynamics of managing a portfolio of outcomes is very
different from delivering projects.

Diverse Goals, Different Timescales
Enterprises typically invest in 10-12 types of outcome-based goals. Although the
milestones for each one evolve over time, the ‘goal types’ themselves are very stable.
In a commercial enterprise, for example, they are likely to be:
-

Revenues
Costs
Productivity
Brands
Products
Customers
Employees
Structure
Compliance
Continuity
Plus one or two more that are enterprise-specific.
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Your own goal types, whatever they are, are your solid foundations for investing in
change. Their milestones have a diversity of horizons and timings. Some are defined
years ahead, while others for this month or less. There are ones that are targeted to
a regular rhythm, such as quarterly Revenues and Costs. Others are when-and-ifnecessary, such as legal and regulatory Compliance. Few, if any, are set in stone.
Many are shaped by external developments, and most we will change as often as we
choose, as we continuously learn from results and events. Dynamic investment is the
key to success, in a world of multi-speed change.

Momentum, Choices and Culture
Your performance at creating on-time outcomes from change, depends on what is
most driving your momentum and choices. The answer is embedded in your
enterprise culture, so it is important to know what to look for.
A full diagnosis of your “investment culture” reveals more perspectives and answers
than space here allows, but here are a few things you can easily check:
- Are your goals for change expressed as target outcomes, rather than as outputs or
activities?
- Is the pace of change in your enterprise driven by the diverse horizons and timings
of your goals?
- Are you prioritising goals, rather than individual changes?
- When people propose ideas for change (e.g. in business cases or agile backlogs), do
you start with the contribution to your goals?
- While a delivery team is executing each change, is someone else still managing the
investment?
The overall momentum in enterprise cultures is either speed-to-implementation or
speed-to-outcomes. The latter, when dominant, takes care of the former.
In a speed-to-outcomes culture, the delivery approaches flex to fit with the goals and
their various timescales. And as with my original “lesson 101” in project-managing
change, that is indeed the right way around.
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end-to-end portfolio performance
From the ideas to the outcomes
it’s all one portfolio
The process of making investments, whether in change or anything else, means
continually weighing-up risks and rewards. We must always put-at-risk something
we value, to achieve our investment goals. The only certainty we have to rely on, is
that it’s impossible to know what will happen. Time will tell what risks we ended-up
taking, and what rewards we got in return.
An investment strategy and a portfolio are the essential tools-of-the trade. At its
simplest, our strategy is one of two options: set a limit on risks and maximise rewards,
or target rewards and minimise risks. If our strategy were neither one nor the other,
our choices would lack clarity and focus, and our changes would underperform. For
any enterprise driven by specified goals (I have never seen one that isn’t), by
implication at least the second strategy applies.
Our portfolio is how we execute that strategy, through all the changes we’re currently
betting-on. We also use the portfolio to value each new idea, as that depends on how
it fits with our other investments. We target and measure performance for the
portfolio as a unified whole: achieving all our goals, at the speed that we need to, and
with the least-possible risks and resources.

An Efficient Portfolio for Investing in Change
Our changes, in total, must be as efficient as possible, including the ones that don’t
turn out as we’d hoped. The ideas-to-outcomes investment process needs to be wastefree, smoothly executed, and continually improving. We invest only in changes we
actually need, pull each one through the process at just the right speed, and make the
very most of our skills and resources.
Efficiency also applies to the risks we are taking, in order to get the rewards. Changes
can jeopardise the very same goals that our investments are there to achieve. For
example (using the sample list of goals from the previous article): we could be putting
our Compliance at risk with innovative Products, or putting our Continuity at risk by
transforming our Structure. Every change we invest in, whatever goal it is aimed at,
demands that we put our Costs goals at risk. An efficient portfolio, in this context, is
one where attempting to de-risk it further would lead to less-than-targeted rewards.
The best way to make sure we are investing efficiently, is with a joined-up portfolio
for all of our changes. While it’s common to have various portfolios, for different
phases or types of change – innovations, waterfall projects, agile sprints, and others –
there is only one enterprise strategy, with its overall goals and milestones. To achieve
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it means managing an aggregate view of probabilities, risks and resources. One
master portfolio, linking-up all the others, also helps us to keep creating our truly bigpicture outcomes.

Big Picture Outcomes
All the ideas our enterprise has ever invested in, whether they ended-up working or
not, have together created three big-picture outcomes:
• Identity - the characteristics that make our enterprise unique, such as brands,
products, culture, values, and our interactions with people and markets
• Performance - how we go about our business, day-to-day, and the measurable
results we therefore achieve
• Durability - our ability to continue succeeding, through new opportunities,
challenges and risks.
Our enterprise lives in a multi-speed world, of increasingly fragmented change, and
an ever-growing range of ideas. Each change we invest in now and beyond, has the
potential to impact our big-picture outcomes, as well as our portfolio goals. There
are risks that are new to many of us, and rewards if we know how to get them.
If your enterprise is still working with fragmented portfolios, now is the time to start
joining them up. With one end-to-end portfolio for investing in change, we can keep
transforming ideas into outcomes, at market-speed and efficiently, innovate as an
integral part of that process, and continue to achieve all the results that we want.
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